
RJS Print

Thank you for choosing to stock RJS Prints and block 
printed lampshades in your shop!  The support 
means the world and it helps to get my name out 
there. 

All prints are hand carved and printed on my wooden 
printing press.  I use sustainable materials and non 

toxic inks in my practice.   
The following is an up to date list of prints I can send 
wholesale along with prices and RRP’s.  There is an 
additional postage fee once an order has been placed 
and I ask for a 25% deposit.   

WHOLE SALE



This series celebrates local Scottish Munro and Corbetts which are 
popular for climbers and hill walkers.  I have a list to choose from: 

Suilven, Ben Rings, Ben Nevis, Clachnaben, Buachaille Etive Mor, The 
Cuillins, Lochnagar, Stac Pollaidh, Cairngorm, Bennachie, Schiehallion, 

Slioch and Liathach.  Sold as shown, mounted to A4 size. 

If there is a particular mountain you are after that’s not on the list, get 
in touch. 

RRP £40, Wholesale £22, minimum order; 5

RJS Print

PRINTS 
Mountain Trio Prints

H: 20cm x W: 20cm 

Lino Block Print, Mounted 

A smaller square print carved by hand and printed using my wooden printing press, Ryvoan Bothy sits in the 
pass between Nethy Bridge and Glenmore with excellent views of Cairn Gorm. Wild skies carved above the 
bothy which sits on the baron moorland. 

RRP £30, Wholesale £16  Minimum order; 5

Ryvoan Bothy



Cosy Croft
Mounted, fits A4 

Lino Block Print 

A classic bothy print in my collection, the most 
popular print for gift giving. 

RRP £34, Wholesale £18 Minimum Order; 5

H: 35cm x W: 25cm 
Lino Block Print 
Japanese Zerkall Paper 
  
Inspired by the Road to Logie Steading over the 
Dava Way, near the Cairngorm National Park. I 
have used a more traditional carving method to 
complete this piece, using a Japanese vinyl to carve 
into. I came up with the composition by using 
collage with the tree shapes. 

RRP £50, Wholesale £27 

Minimum Order; 5

The Road to LogieRJS Print



Scottish Bothies
A3 Lino Block Print 

  

A study on my continuing love for the Bothy form and surroundings.  This new 
edition of 'Red Roofs'.  The colour combination is very much a reflection of me 
as a person and the brighter, lighter days that spring brings.   

There are two versions of this new edition, Pink Roofs and Purple Roofs. 

RRP £47, Wholesale £25 Minimum Order; 5 

Bothy Life
'Bothy, Life'

18cm x 18cm Mounted
 

 The idea was that each print has it's 
own character, and each different 
price points to appeal to a wider 

audience.

RRP £30, Wholesale £16
Minimum Order 5 

RJS Print



At RJS Print, I strive to bring the beauty of the outdoors into 
people's homes and lives. Each piece is carefully crafted to 
take you back to those warm summer evenings and to remind 
you to do what you love. This series is an exploration of colour 
and shape inspired by those moments and feelings.

RJS Print

Summer Nights

The Shapes of Night
A4 Unmounted

 A warm Summer's Night, huddled by the chiminea and gazing up at the 
stars in the night sky.

RRP £50, Wholesale £27
Minimum Order 5 

This unique print explores the 
contrast of shape and colour of 
the ocean.
Sold unmounted at A5 size.

RRP £40, Wholesale £22
Minimum Order 5 

The Cold Open 2



Capturing the beauty of summer nights with this stunning original 
block print.
Sold unmounted at A5 size

RRP £30, Wholesale £16
Minimum Order 5 

Summer nights

POSTCARDS

A6 Curved edge postcards
5 designs to choose from as shown, blank on the reverse

RRP £5 each, Wholesale £2.5 each
Min order 10 (various designs of your choosing)



BLOCK PRINTED 
LAMPSHADES 

The lampshades are made using handmade lokta paper from 
Nepal, which has been handprinted with an RJS Print original 
design.  The nature of the paper means that when lit, the light 

highlights the handmade fibres and gives a warm glow.  The 
lampshades are all fixed to a PVC backing that has been hot wire 

tested making them safe for use. 

SIZE RRP Wholesale Min amount

15Ø 
 X 15cm high

£35.00 £19.00 1

20Ø 
 x 20cm high

£40.00 £22.00 1

25Ø 
 x 25cm high 

£45.00 £24.00 1

30Ø 
 x 30cm high

£52.00 £28.00 1

I can do most prints onto lampshades, the following are a few 
examples.

Fern Print

Highland Coo



Into the garden

Stag + Floral

Mountain Print Scottish Bothies



Woodland

Wilderness

Leaf Print

Bothy + Wild Skies
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